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President's Welcome
Along with the rest
of the world, our
industry finds itself
facing unprecedented
challenges as we try to
maintain our businesses
during the current global
pandemic. We here at
the AEMT are constantly
looking at ways in which
we can support the
membership. We have
implemented a number
of short term activities,
including our state of the
industry online meetings,
special training provision,
and the continued
presence of our technical
consultants.
Unfortunately, some difficult decisions
have been made, including deferring the
conference and awards functions until
early next year. This seems to be the
right thing to do as we all focus on more
immediate business matters. Let’s hope
that come Spring 2021 we might be able
to step back and enjoy these two great
functions.
As the situation develops, I see more and
more activity on social media through
a great number of our members who
continue to support industry through
these tough times.

Without your service and support,
many of these organizations would face
operational difficulties and our presence
and the dedicated professionalism of
our people continues to fill me with
pride. Many industries have proven to
be critical to keeping the UK operational
and you can all feel proud that you have
played your part.

It is now as clear as ever, that those
clients that we have been supporting
for decades, hospitals, schools,
food production businesses, power
generation, water and wastewater, are
critical to the effective infrastructure of
this country.

I, as well as all of you, hope that things
will start to improve in the coming
months, but as we start to understand
what the new norm looks like, the
AEMT will be at the forefront of this
understanding to support you, your
teams and your customers, with

professional support, technical training
and networking amongst others.
Dave Hawley
AEMT Honorary President
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This will be my last comment
as editor for the AEMT Journal,
before we hand over to a team
who we believe will take the
association’s magazine on an
exciting new journey. I’m delighted
to be a part of the evolution of the
publication and looking forward
to see what we achieve with the
magazine over the coming years.
For more details on what we have
planned, and a comment from our
new editor, Chris Callander turn to
page 18.
During these turbulent times, the
association has kept a close ear
to the ground to see how we can
help our members. In this issue
we have pulled together some resources, including ways in which members have
ensured safety in the workplace, and useful links for help when its needed.

Front cover photos:

A thermal camera being used to
monitor temperatures of staff for
COVID-19.
Renew Magazine Logo.
2-pole rotor in lathe at Quartzelec
Rugby workshop facility.
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For advertising in the Renew
publication please contact Andrew
Castle and for editorial please
contact Chris Callander.
Andrew: andrew@renew-mag.com
Chris: chris@rewnew-mag.com
AEMT Ltd,
St Saviours House,
St Saviours Place,
York, North Yorkshire
YO1 7PJ, UK
Tel: +44 (0) 1904 674899
Fax: +44 (0) 1904 674896
Email: admin@aemt.co.uk
Web: www.theaemt.com

In reaction to the crisis, the association has had to revise its own calendar, and
either cancel or postpone many events and training courses. We provided an
update on our Ex Training courses, including a new calendar. We also launch
nominations for the next AEMT Awards, which have now been postponed 6
months into April 2021.
Earlier this year, we sat down with the newly appointed MD of Quartzelec at their
headquarters in Rugby to discuss the plans he has for the future of the company.
Stephen Morrison gives an in depth insight to the industry, the challenges they
face and the secrets of their success.
Rotamec shares its experience working with a hospital in Devon, where they
maintain the health centres ventilation and heating systems, a vitally important
service for the comfort and critical medical procedures taking place inside.
As we move towards a cleaner greener future and a circular economy, we look
at how leasing could help and how AEMT members can take responsibility for
helping industry reduce its carbon emissions as well as what some members are
already doing:
Central group launch a new service offering 24-hour support and benefits to
customers with variable speed drives, called Drive Care Light. Meanwhile, ABB
looks at the success of its SynRM ultra premium efficient motors.
Finally it's encouraging to see the success of virtual exhibitions in March and
April, as many seek ways to keep up to date virtually. The AEMT virtual stand has
also seen a sharp rise in visits.
Thomas Marks,
Editor.
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AMC has run business on Repair and Maintenance Service for
Motor, Generator,Hydro-Generator, Hydro-Turbine, Rotating
Machinery, Ex Equipment and Pump for more than 25 years.
AMC also provides service for dynamic balance, modification,
repair & rebuilding and manufacture of spare part which is
equivalent to original equipment manufacturer (OEM).
AMC is also well-known as capable Onsite Service Provider
which consists of removal, installation, alignment, spare part
replacement and etc.

ASIA MOTOR SERVICE CENTER CO.,LTD.
98/4 MOO 6, T.Suanphigthai, A.Muangpathumthani,
Pathumthani 12000 (THAILAND) Tel.: +66 2 831 0700-90
www.AMC.co.th E-Mail amc@amc.co.th
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Generating Solutions Since 1951
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Group
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@WilsonGroup1951
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Installation

After Care

Unrivalled attention
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engineers at our
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Complete and
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and Inverters and
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Also, a large network
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short delivery times.

Installed by our fully
trained, accredited
expert engineers to
get the very best
from your system.

Service and
maintenance for all
newly installed
equipment and
existing installations
via Wilsons 30+ Point
Plan.

Fans | Pumps | Electric Motors | Inverters | Control Gears
Soft Starts | Rewinds | Energy Management | Sump Pits | Refrigeration Motors & Spares
Head Office: Zone D Willow Lane
Mitcham
Surrey
CR4 4NA
Email: sales@wilsonelectric.co.uk
Phone: 0207 228 3343
Website: www.wilsonelectric.co.uk

Coil Manufacturing
Winding & Taping

Ridgway Machines manufactures a full range of Coil Manufacturing Equipment, including Rotor
Winders, Loop Winders and ancillary equipment such as Capstan Tension Units, Winding Beams
and Drum Stands.
Ridgway Machines also manufacture a range of BCT Coil Taping Machines designed for the fast,
precision application of tape insulation systems to a wide variety of components – including
motor and generator stator coils and bars.

Loop Winders

Rotor Winders

Band Tension Units

BCT Coil Taping Machines

Straighten Strip and Cut Machine

Drum Stands

Leicester, UK

+44 (0) 116 289 9199

sales@ridgwayeng.com
www.ridgwayeng.com

LOW COST ALTERNATIVE TO OEM
HIGH QUALITY SPECIFICATION
SHORT LEAD TIMES
CUSTOM / BESPOKE DESIGN & BUILD

SUITABLE FOR MOST MAJOR
MOTOR MANUFACTURERS
INCLUDING

MANUFACTURER’S WARRANTY
DELIVERIES THROUGHOUT THE UK
CREDIT CARD PAYMENT OR ACCOUNT

AND MANY OTHERS

ARFON REWINDS (PUMPS, DRIVES & MOTORS) LOCATIONS : NORTH WEST ENGLAND & WALES
UNIT 4 STADIUM COURT, BROMBOROUGH, WIRRAL, CHESHIRE CH62 3RN
TELE: 0151 334 6808 / FAX: 0151 346 1763 / E-Mail: sales@arfonrewinds.com
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improvements for end users by explaining
the savings that can be achieved by
implementing more efficient technology.
Older motors will often benefit from the
addition of a variable speed drive, while
upgrading to higher efficiency motors will
reduce running costs and extend service
life.
Further reductions in energy usage can
be achieved through energy audits, which
highlight areas for improvement. Many
industrial motors can be oversized for
their application or poorly matched to the
equipment they are powering. In some
cases, motors can be reassigned to a new
task and without proper assessment, this
can lead to energy wastage.

Taking responsibility
for reducing carbon
emissions
As more data becomes available about climate change
and the influence of carbon emissions means all aspects
of industry are being encouraged to reduce their carbon
footprint. From the power generation sector to end
users, everyone can make a contribution and AEMT
Service Centres are well-placed to offer both advice and
solutions that will help meet national targets.
In 2017 Great Britain achieved its first
ever working day without using power
created from coal since the industrial
revolution and for the first time, wind,
nuclear and solar sources produced more
than coal and gas. The rapid introduction
of low carbon energy sources is a major
step forward, but more can be done
by reducing the actual demand for
electricity.

Industrial applications of electric motors
account for roughly 50% of all electrical
demand, making them an excellent place
to start reducing energy demands. This
has two advantages for the end user,
it reduces operational costs as well as
contributing to the carbon reduction
initiative.
Electric motor manufacturers and
repairers have an opportunity to make

With average lifetimes around 20 years,
electric motors represent a considerable
investment on the part of the end user.
Furthermore, the fact that almost all of
the total costs associated with each motor
are determined by energy usage, means
that selecting the most efficient product
for the application will pay dividends for
years to come.
However, it is important to understand
that the electric motor is only half of
the solution. Although it is responsible
for converting electrical energy to
mechanical energy, the efficiency of the
pump, fan, gearbox or other equipment is
equally important. Pumps offer a unique
challenge and their design and suitability
for an application have a considerable
influence on their efficiency.
Similarly, gearbox designs have advanced
considerably and with a similar service
life to the motors, legacy assets can be
improved when the time comes for repair
or renewal. Improved machining accuracy,
gear designs and bearing durability can all
contribute to more efficient components,
which in turn, help to reduce energy
consumption.
By offering end users the option to adopt
more advanced solutions and implement
modern technology, AEMT Service Centres
can help in reducing carbon emissions as
well as cutting operating costs for their
customers.§
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required. If an alternative motor can be
used or downtime is less costly, a repair
within 24 hours may be more appropriate.

Power leasing – An option
for large electric motors?
Leasing has become an increasingly
popular choice when it comes to funding
a new car. Small regular payments enable
the ongoing use of a brand-new car and
includes warranties and maintenance
support. With large electric motors
Thomas Marks
requiring similar capital expenditure for
(AEMT Secretary)
a complete purchase, could manufacturers
or suppliers offer similar benefits through a
leasing agreement? Thomas Marks, Secretary at the AEMT,
looks at a possible way to keep large-scale industrial sites
equipped with reliable and efficient electric motors.
Personal contract plans (PCPs) provide
many people with an affordable way
to drive new vehicles that come with
increased efficiencies, technologies and
reliability. The package brings dealer
support for maintenance, offering
drivers stress-free motoring, safe in the
knowledge that if any issues arise, the
dealer will sort them out without any
additional charges.

Reducing costs

The scale of modern industry is such
that many applications now require large
electric motors to power machinery. The
capital investment required means that
few can afford a spare component or
failure, so for the prime mover, reliability
is an important characteristic.
Is it beyond the realms of possibilities
that the same blueprint for PCP finance
could be used to ease the financial burden
involved with large electric motors?
This concept could see the motor supplier
lease the unit to the end user with certain
conditions of use as well as a service
plan included in the monthly charge.
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The manufacturer would cover routine
servicing, maintenance and any repairs
through local, authorised service centres.
The customer could choose a contract
that includes removal and fitting of the
equipment as well as expected response
times and maximum periods of downtime.

Optimising
maintenance downtime
With predictive maintenance included,
this idea has the potential to reduce
capital expenditure. Planned downtime,
dictated by the data being fed back
to the service provider, will minimise
disruptions to production, and eliminate
risk. The level of service required from
the motor supplier can be equated to the
expenditure on the contract, which will
be dictated by the importance and costs
associated with downtime. Depending
on the importance of the process being
powered by the motor, operators can
demand differing levels of support
from the supplier. Where downtime is
measured in tens of thousands of pounds
per hour, an immediate response will be

The speed of response in the event of any
problem with the motor could have been
an issue in the past. Today software can
eliminate delays, by combining Industry
4.0, remote monitoring and predictive
maintenance. As more assets are
integrated into the online infrastructure
of a production process, sensor data and
trend analysis can be used to predict the
most opportune time for maintenance.
Furthermore, as motor designs improve
and new technologies increase efficiency,
there is an opportunity for those leasing
motors to take advantage of these
improvements without having to increase
capital expenditure. Just as a motorist
would trade in their three-year-old car for
the latest model, production managers
can maintain the efficiency and reliability
of their electric motors in the same way.

Recovering resources

An exchange for more modern equipment
does present a potential issue with the
efficient motors that are being replaced
as part of the deal. The redundant motor
could be refurbished or upgraded to
better specifications and returned to a
pool of assets for lease or resale.
Older motors that may be taken in part
exchange can be dismantled and the
components either reused or recycled.
Raw material costs can fluctuate
irregularly as they are controlled by geopolitics. Not only that, but they cost a
great deal in carbon emissions to extract
the raw material, process and ship across
the globe. When manufacturing large
machines, it is a better economy to use
reused or recycled components wherever
possible. This last point is a very important
consideration as the world focuses on
becoming more sustainable.
It’s essential that manufacturers and end
users alike take responsibility for their
role in reducing waste and making the
most of the resources they consume.
Optimising electrical efficiency not only
reduces operating costs, but can also
help cut fossil fuel usage and the related
carbon dioxide emissions. To that end,
surely innovative schemes that encourage
improved efficiency and reduced
expenditure, can only be a good thing?§
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Postponed AEMT
Ex Training course
dates for 2020
As with many organisations, the AEMT took the action of
postponing all of 2020’s Ex training courses until later in
the year, when it is hoped the worst of the Coronavirus
will be over. It is still uncertain whether classroom placed
learning will take place. Should the need to take the classes
and assessments remotely, plans are being made so that
engineers can still be certified to have been assessed by
the AEMT to be able to repair Ex equipment to standard.
Updated dates for this year’s Ex Training
courses have now been released. The
course focuses on training electrical and
mechanical technicians who service and
repair motors, gearboxes, pumps and
ancillary equipment from hazardous
zoned areas. They are designed to
ensure compliant and certified repairs
are carried out. Further topics covered
as part of the course include legal
requirements, risk assessments along
with health and safety considerations.
Courses are not just relevant to
newcomers. Individuals must take a
refresher course every three years to
ensure companies remain compliant.
The training course forms the basis of
British and European BS EN 60079-19 and
International IEC60079-19 standard for
the repair, overhaul and reclamation of
hazardous area equipment.
For those whose certificates expire this
year, they are requested to book onto an
upcoming course as soon as possible to
secure an extension on their certificates.
Ex Training courses take place in England,
Scotland, Bahrain, Dubai, Indonesia,
Malaysia and Thailand throughout 2020.
A number of international training
locations are yet to be confirmed, os
attendees are encouraged to check the
AEMT Ex Training calendar for the latest
details.§

Scheduled course dates and locations for 2020:
August 10/11

Bahrain: Ex Theory Course

Module 1

August 12/13

Bahrain: Ex Hands-on/Refresher Course

Module 2R

September 01/02

York: Ex Refresher

Module 3

September 07/08

Loughborough: Ex Theory Course

Module 1

September 09/10

Loughborough: Hands-on

Module 2

September 15/16

Loughborough: Ex Refresher

Module 3

September 21/22

Kuala Lumpur: Ex Theory Course

Module 1

September 23/24

Kuala Lumpur: Ex Hands-on/Refresher

Module 2R

October 05/06

Indonesia: Ex Theory Course

Module 1

October 07/08

Indonesia: Hands-on Refresher

Module 2R

October 13/14

York: Ex Refresher Course

Module 3

October 19/20

Bangkok: Thailand: Ex Theory Course

Module 1

October 21/22

Bangkok: Thailand Hands-on Refresher

Module 2R

November 02/03

Dubai: Ex Theory Course

Module 1

November 04/05

Dubai: Hands-on Course

Module 2R

November 10/11

York: Refresher

Module 3

November 16/17

Aberdeen: Refresher

Module 3

November 16/17

Aberdeen: Ex Theory

Module 1

November 18/19

Aberdeen: Hands-on/Refresher

Module 2

November 30/Dec 01

York: Ex Theory Course

Module 1

December 02/03

York: Hands-on Course

Module 2

December 08/09

York: Refresher

Module 3

To learn more, visit www.ex-repair.com.
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New Date Announced for
AEMT Awards and Conference
Acknowledging the ongoing challenges brought about by the COVID-19 pandemic,
and the possible adverse effect this might have on the awards entry process, the
AEMT Council have agreed to postpone its Gala Awards Dinner to April next year.
Originally scheduled for its regular slot
in November, the Awards Ceremony
will now take place on the evening
of Thursday 22nd April 2021, at the
Doubletree by Hilton Hotel, Coventry.
The associated AEMT Conference will
also move to this new dateline, being
staged at the same venue during the day.
This, the fourth staging of the AEMT
Gala Awards Dinner will once again
bring together the entire electrical
and mechanical trades sector in a
celebration of business and professional
excellence. Recognising and rewarding
the achievements of both individuals and
companies operating within the electrical
& mechanical maintenance and repair
sector, personal endeavour, product
innovation, skills training, engineering
advancement and commercial acumen
will once again be acknowledged and
celebrated.

Industry wide
engagement

Operated by the Association of Electrical
and Mechanical Trades (AEMT) and
produced by Touchwave Media, the
awards will again acknowledge the skill,
effort and sheer dedication of the people
and businesses serving this important
sector of industry. With sponsorship
provided by a host of leading industry
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names, which to date has included ABB,
Avonmore Electrical, Axflow, Drives &
Controls, EMIR Software, Fanuc UK,
Fletcher Moorland, Menzel, Musk Process
Services, Plant & Works Engineering,
Sulzer, TEC Motors and WEG UK, well
deserved industry-wide recognition will
be given to those businesses, who are
excelling in their commercial endeavours.

Award categories

The following seven categories make up
the 2020/21 awards programme: Product of the Year
Project of the Year
Service Centre of the Year
Supplier of the Year
Contribution to Skills & Training Award
Rising Star Award
Lifetime Achievement Award

Call for nominations

Entries are now being sought for
any company, product, application
or individual involved in the supply,
installation, service, maintenance and
repair of industrial machinery technology
such as electric motors, drives, pumps,
fans, gearboxes, generators, transformers,
switchgear and ancillary equipment.
Individuals can put forward entries for
themselves and their own company,
or they can nominate others that they
know merit recognition. The online entry

process couldn’t be easier, so anyone
wishing to play their part in highlighting
engineering excellence should visit
the AEMT Awards website – www.
aemtawards.com.

Closing date for entries
Given the new date for the presentation
ceremony, the closing date for all entries
has been extended 5.00pm on Monday
1st March 2021, so for those wanting
industry-wide recognition for a job well
done, be it for product innovation or
project management, for application
know-how, or service and repair, they
should make a note of this key date.

It is free of charge to enter the awards,
but the promotional value associated
with being selected as a finalist is worth
many hundreds of pounds. And for those
individuals and companies fortunate
enough to be announced as one of
the seven winners during the charged
atmosphere of the gala awards dinner, the
promotional benefit is even greater.§

Further details

For more information, visit the website
www.aemtawards.com or contact the
awards programme producers, Touchwave
Media, by phone on 07785 290034 or by
email at andrew@touchwavemedia.co.uk.
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Shaun Sutton - Director of Central Group in Merseyside.

Merseyside based Central Group
launch brand new venture
anydrive365.co.uk
Knowsley based engineering company, Central Group who have been recognised for work
as ‘Service Centre of the Year’, winning one of the main categories at the annual AEMT
(Association of Electrical and Mechanical Trade) awards are to launch a brand new venture,
anydrive365 on 1st June 2020.
The move will see anydrive365 able to
provide an effective and streamlined
service to industrial customers with
Variable Speed Drives (Inverters), putting
the customer in control whilst offering
24-hour telephone support and access to
an extensive range of benefits for a low
fixed monthly fee. The launch product is
called ‘Drive Care Light’.
Whilst the development has been
in the pipeline for some time, the
unprecedented situation in which we find
ourselves means it’s never been more
important to make sure that industry has
got the right service providers in place in
the event of an unplanned outage, either
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in the day to day running of plant, or
when production begins again.
In addition to the streamlined service,
anydrive365 promises to deliver savings in
the first 12 months to clients, and backs
this up by with a ‘money back guarantee’.
Says Shaun Sutton, Director: “This venture
means we are able to provide a focused
and efficient service to conscientious
businesses who care about the level of
service they receive. The soft launch
and product trials have been a complete
success and we’re looking forward to
being able to offer Drive Care Light to the
industry on the whole.’

Central Group currently employs 70
staff and have been working tirelessly to
support critical industry during the global
emergency. In addition to this, we are
currently partnered with Liverpool John
Moores University to develop a product
based on sensing technology, more details
of this to follow.
It is highly anticipated that the
venture will create additional jobs and
opportunities for development in the
coming months.§
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International Coil&Winding Exhibition
Pordenone / Italy
23-24 September 2020

Ulm / Germany
17-18 March 2021

marcogarofalo.net

Two Exhibitions in the
center of the market
Leading companies of the
Coil Winding Industry

Free entrance and free parking
for registered visitors

Coiltech exhibitors offer the complete product range of the
Coil&Winding Industry.Talk to suppliers and get updated
twice a year to stay ahead of the market.

Go to www.visitcoiltech.com to sign up and:
• download your free entrance ticket,
• download the free parking voucher,
• book a hotel room at discounted rates,
• book the shuttle service.

Visitor Breakdown
The #1 conference
in the Coil & winding sector
WMC

At the World Magnetic Conference, developers from
industry and academia present their latest innovations
and current research to make electrical machines and
their production more efficient.

Topics
In cooperation
with:

University of L’Aquila
Dept. of Industrial and Information
Engineering and Economics

T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8

E-mobility
Advanced integrated powertrains for electric vehicles
Electric motor industries
Special electrical machines and actuators
Measurements and testing of electric machines
Materials
Manufacturing technologies
Software

33.88%

Head of production
Product and quality
management

24.38%
13.02%

R&D
Purchasing and
sourcing staff

19.53%

President/CEO/Vice
president

9.28%
15.65%

Owner/co-owner
Other top management

1.80%
12.88%

Sales and marketing
Other staff

3.74%

Source: information obtained by the Coiltech visitor marketing team on the base
of personal phone interviews or encounters with visitors of Coiltech, and other research.

At the show

Machinery and materials for transformers and motors production

Floor plan
always available
online

Coiltech is the only
Coil Winding exhibition
that qualifies for
UFI Approval.

Coiltech staff does its best to make all relevant information available on their website, however, they are always glad to give personal
17
support on the phone or via email. Do not hesitate to contact them: +39 02 87 23 40 50 or coiltech@quickfairs.net.
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The Journal to become
Renew Magazine!
Thomas Marks, editor of the Journal Magazine, and Secretary of the
AEMT reveals the next evolution of the trade magazine:
It is with great delight that I’m able to tell
you of exciting plans in foot for the future
of the AEMT Journal. For the past few
months we have been in discussion with
a team of people to take the publication
forward.
While we have always had great feedback
on the publication, it was felt that it was
important to open the publication up to a
larger audience.
With the new team in place, the stories
the association conveys will start to be
read by the whole engineering industry.
I asked the new editor of the magazine,
Chris Callander, to introduce the new
team and their plans:
“Myself and my colleague Andrew Castle
were delighted to be asked by the AEMT
to take forward the evolution of the
association’s ‘Journal’.
From the next issue, we will be working
alongside the AEMT team to bring you
a new title called Renew. This new
publication plans to build on the excellent
role the Journal played in keeping the
association’s membership up to date with
it, and its members work.  
However, the AEMT is keen to see the
scope of its publication broaden. While
news from the association is still seen as
core content to communicate, there is a
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desire to share additional content which
promotes the work of member companies
to their customers.
To that end, we will be introducing more
technical features and application stories
illustrating and promoting best practice
in the delivery of energy efficiency,
sustainability and the circular economy.
We will also have comment pieces and
multi-perspective explorations of key
topics.
This feature-based content will be
accompanied by industry news looking at
general electrical and mechanical news
and views, compliance and legislation
updates, technical Q&As and opinionbased thought leadership on topical issues
facing the electro-mechanical industry. 
This new editorial approach is designed to
reinforce the perception of the AEMT and
its members as the leading authorities
where the service, maintenance, repair,
overhaul and replacement of electromechanical equipment is concerned.
My role will be to commission, create and
collate the content. I will be reaching out
soon, but if you think you have content
that will fit our remit, please get in touch
with me at chris@renew-mag.com.  
As well as broadening the publication’s
content, we will also be expanding the
circulation to reach many more end-users

Thomas Marks
(AEMT Secretary)

of electric motors, drives, pumps, fans,
gearboxes, generators, transformers,
switchgear, and ancillary equipment. This
will give greater opportunity for AEMT
members to influence those individuals
with responsibility for maintaining the
safe and efficient operation of electrical
and mechanical plant and equipment
throughout the manufacturing and
process industries.
Some of you will know Andrew
from his work on the AEMT Awards
programme. Andrew will be looking
after the commercial side of Renew,
helping members benefit from various
opportunities to reach this new, expanded
audience. Anyone interested in finding
out more about these opportunities can
contact Andrew at andrew@renew-mag.
co.uk.
On behalf of Andrew and myself, I look
forward to working with you all.” Chris
Callander, Editor of Renew Magazine to be
launched in Autumn 2020.§
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For advertising in the Renew
publication please contact Andrew
Castle and for editorial please contact
Chris Callander.
Andrew: andrew@renew-mag.com
Chris: chris@rewnew-mag.com

Visit www.theaemt.com
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Is your machinery repaired to standard?
IEC BS or EN 60034-23:2019
The new international standard to ensure the efficiency of rotating electrical
machinery is maintained after being repaired, overhauled, or reclaimed.
9 A more sustainable future can be achieved if service centres follow the best practices
outlined in this standard.
9 Carbon emissions can be reduced when rotating electrical machinery is put back into
service, rather than scrapped and replaced.
9 The cost-savings of a good repair over a poor repair can save disruptions in
production down the line.

5 Questions to ask your
AEMT Service Centre:
Should I repair or replace the equipment?
Your service centre should present you with the
facts so you can make an informed decision on
whether the equipment should be repaired, or
replaced with a more efficient machine.
Is the efficiency maintained after service?
Your service centre should be able to maintain
the efficiency of the machine or improve it after
servicing.
What is the end-of-life recycling practice?
To ensure a sustainable future, you should confirm
if your service centre splits the equipment into its
component parts for recycling, and not sell it onto
the second-hand market.
Do you follow best-practiceguidelines?
Service centres should use the best practices
outlined in the international 60034-23 standard
to ensure efficiency is maintained.
What quality system do you have in place?
Your service centre should have a suitable quality
system in place, such as ISO 9001 to ensure your
project is managed properly.
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ABB SynRM in pump application

ABB IE5 SynRM motors deliver
ultra-premium energy efficiency
Customers can increase their energy efficiency, improve sustainability, and enhance reliability
by upgrading to ABB IE5 ultra-premium SynRM motors that offer up to 50 percent lower
energy losses compared to IE2 motors.
ABB’s award-winning synchronous
reluctance (SynRM) motors offer a
new first choice to meet the growing
global demand for improved energy
efficiency. These motors now meet the
new IE5 ultra-premium energy efficiency
class defined by the International
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC).
The IE5 ultra-premium SynRM motors
offer up to 50 percent lower energy
losses and significantly lower energy
consumption than the commonly used
IE2 induction motors. ABB first introduced
SynRM technology in 2011 and case
studies in industrial installations have
demonstrated energy savings of up to 25
percent, depending on the application.
The IE5 level of efficiency is made possible
by the SynRM design which combines the
performance advantages of permanent
magnet technology with the simplicity
and service-friendliness of an induction
platform. To ensure an environmentally
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friendly design, the motors do not feature
rare earth materials.
“Climate change and environmental
responsibility are driving huge changes
across all industries”, said Tero Helpio,
Global Product Manager, IEC LV motors,
ABB Motion. “We have responded to this
challenge with our IE5 ultra-premium
motors that meet the most stringent
energy efficiency standards. These motors
offer industrial users a great opportunity
to reduce their electricity usage and
reduce CO2 emissions while also
benefiting from increased productivity
and lower life-cycle costs.”
Additional benefits of the IE5 SynRM
motor are lower bearing and winding
temperatures for enhanced reliability
and long life. The design also creates
less motor noise for a better working
environment.

ABB IE5 SynRM motors can be used in
a wide range of demanding industrial
applications where they offer accurate
control and high efficiency across the
whole speed range, even at partial
loads. This makes them an ideal upgrade
option for standard induction motors
in pumps, fans and compressors as well
as in more demanding applications like
extruders, concha mixers, winches, and
conveyors. IE5 SynRM motors are an easy
replacement for induction motors as they
have the same size and output power, so
no mechanical modifications are required.
The IE5 SynRM motors meet the
requirements of the efficiency class
defined in IEC TS 60034-30-2 and are
available with output power of 5.5 to 315
kilowatt (kW) in frame sizes IEC 132-315.
They can be specified as part of a highefficiency motor and drive package with
ABB variable speed drives (VSDs).§

“With the right
partner, the battle
is already won...”
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Rotamec wards off maintenance
issues for Devon hospital
Customers can increase their energy efficiency, improve sustainability, and enhance reliability
by upgrading to ABB IE5 ultra-premium SynRM motors that offer up to 50 percent lower
energy losses compared to IE2 motors.
While it can be argued that all
maintenance is critical, nobody can
argue that there is an application area
more critical than a hospital. This is a
zero-downtime environment - where
availability of equipment, services and
a tranquil atmosphere are symbiotically
tied to patient recovery. Maintenance
contractors to hospitals must offer
the fastest reaction and the optimum
solution. For a hospital in Devon, the
expertise of Rotamec, an electromechanical engineering service provider,
has helped to guarantee patient comfort.
Hospitals are a hive of activity. This Devon
hospital sees nearly 80,000 people at its
A&E department every year, with roughly
7000 staff serving a local population of
hundreds of thousands. At the forefront
of the area’s healthcare capability, the
hospital offers patients access to vital
services ranging from general surgery to
mental health facilities. To guarantee an
exceptional standard of care, the hospital
ensures that all of its building services
operate with maximum reliability, which is
where Rotamec comes in.
Jonathan Whitlock, Branch Manager at
Rotamec’s Exeter facility, explains: “Our
services focuses on the refurbishment or
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replacement of engineered equipment
such as pumps, motors and gearboxes.
At this hospital, we primarily help to
ensure the reliability of the ventilation
and heating systems. These are of course
vitally important for patient comfort and
the critical medical procedures that take
place. Therefore, we must be able to
respond to potential issues within hours,
offering reliable engineering solutions
within highly pressurised time periods.”
Heating and ventilation ensures that
all areas of the hospital are kept at a
consistent ambient temperature. For
areas such as operating theatres, the
quality of air and heating available is key
to a successful procedure and patient
recovery. Even something as simple
as a faulty bearing on a fan motor can
produce noise that is amplified through
ductwork across the building, disturbing
the tranquillity needed for fast patient
recovery. Reliability of equipment
translates directly to standard of care.
“Our on-site teams have been involved
in a wide variety of works,” Jonathan
continues. “From repairing motors,
changing bearings, servicing fans,
refurbishing compressors, refreshing
pumps to supplying new belts and

spares – we can offer a complete turnkey
service to keep these systems running
as efficiently as possible. We have past
experience working with engineering
departments at hospitals in the local area,
so our teams are able to work at these
sites carefully and quickly.
“The needs of a facility such as a hospital
must always come first. In the past, we’ve
hired out generators and compressors for
sites to guarantee available redundancy.
Recently we delivered and installed an
entirely new Altas Copco compressor on
short notice. Whatever the issue, we must
be highly reactive from first call out to
final installation and testing.”
Jonathan concludes: “Another advantage
we hold is that we can repair or specify
new as is required. This means a costeffective repair is always an option,
which is beneficial in maximising the
effectiveness of a maintenance budget.
However, if a new unit is required, we
can meet that need too. It’s this flexibility
matched with our reaction times that
means we can effectively service the
multitude of maintenance demands
presented by large healthcare facilities.”§
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Taking the emergency out of a crisis
How the service and repair sector have coped with the strange new world we find ourselves
in throughout the COVID-19 pandemic.
It has been an interesting time for the
service and repair industry, whom from
past records have fared well in times
of difficulty. When new equipment is
not being sold and commissioned, then
repairs and overhaul help prop up the
books. So, its good to hear that even
in this unprecedented global health
pandemic, our members are recognised
as key workers who are working to
underpin the health services and
infrastructure of our modern lives.
The most challenging aspect has been
managing a rapidly thinning workforce
almost overnight. Suddenly we find we
are not just ensuring power and water is
supplied to the nation, but we find our
colleagues can be off sick for weeks at a
time, we’re also expected to home school
our children, and juggle the roles of
parent and worker in the same instance!
So how have we coped!? Throughout the
COVID-19 crisis, the AEMT have hosted
a bi-weekly forum for members to come
together and share their experiences,
working practices, and opportunities.
It has been an invaluable tool, not only
for the association’s management to
understand how it can better help its

members, but for the members to learn
from each other.
With no rule book for dealing with a crisis
quite like this, the more information we
can share with each other, the better and
smarter we can hope to work.

Safe working practices

The number one priority for member
companies has been to ensure their staff
are both safe in work, and well cared for
during the pandemic.
Communication has been key to this, with
letters and memos regularly circulated
to keep worried staff abreast of the new
company policies changing on a day-by-day
basis. Clear markings and signage have
decorated our places of work showing 2
meter working distances and reminders to
wear additional PPE to what we are already
used to. One member mentions their new
ethos has been to, ‘make work a safer
place to be, than home’.
The World Health Organisation has
stated that the virus is spread through
airborne particles from people coughing
or sneezing, and through hand to face

contact from contaminated surfaces.
Unfortunately, health and safety
guidelines require at least two people to
work together safely on many activities
in the workplace making them especially
at-risk places.
The industry is used to employing risk
assessments to identify what measures
should be taken to mitigate risk on a job.
The same practise has been used to come
up with some of the following procedures
to fight the insidious nature of the new
novel corona virus:

Setup a buddy system.

Many businesses have divided up
its employees into teams tasked to
separate areas of the business. Anyone
not essential for the onsite running of
the business was either furloughed or
instructed to work from home. Those
remaining were given a buddy to work
with, so that normal safety working
conditions can still be observed. By
limiting contact to only one other person
in the workplace, the risk of the virus
spreading across the business is restricted.
Personal protective equipment (PPE)
must be warn. In our industry we are
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our travel expenses have diminished
almost entirely. The thought of staying
in your third motel in a week and eating
a dry pit-stop sandwich are, for now,
memories of the past, as we turn to video
calling technology to keep in touch with
acquaintances. With less travel comes
more time, and some companies are
boasting an increase in sales activity as
they accomplish more with their days!

Supporting each other
The association really comes into its
own when member companies use the
network to support each other.
already used to wearing hand and eye
protection, but face masks should also be
now worn. The CBI, which AEMT members
are members of via their membership
of the association, is currently working
with the government to understand the
requirements from each industry.

Routine health checks.

Nipping problems in the bud is a common
adage for stopping problems spiralling out
of control. The last thing a business needs
during the crisis is for the whole work
force to be off sick and severely crippling a
company’s ability to function.
Before checking-in at the start of the day,
most businesses have started to question
employees on their state of health to
confirm they have not got a temperature,
cough, or symptoms of the virus. For
added security some companies have
rigged up their condition monitoring
thermal cameras to measure employee
core body temperatures.
Should an employee report in sick, and
there is any reason to believe they could
have spread the virus in the workplace,
the facility is closed while a deep clean is
performed.

has enabled them to categorise their
customers from high to low risk. The risk
factor helps determine payment terms
and service level agreements going
forward with the customers.

Opportunities

A crisis such as the pandemic we find
ourselves in now, shakes the core of
our society to such an extent that new
normals are established overnight. Policies
and legislation that would usually take
years or decades are now implemented in
days and weeks. There have been many
new and strange demands to our every
day lives for us to become accustomed to,
and some of these are already being seen
as opportunities to hold onto.
Increase in repair services – with the
movement of products across borders
becoming a logistical headache for
suppliers, there has been a rapid rise in
repair and overhaul activity giving AEMT
members an opportunity to show the
world where they really excel. With safe
working practices in place (see above) it
gives apprentices an opportunity for more
equipment to practise on.

In a challenging economic climate, cash
flow is the biggest challenge to business.
Suppliers are asking to be paid up front,
and customers asking to delay payment.
One company found that a weekly
cash flow forecast was a useful tool for
forecasting when economic trouble would
hit them, so they can be prepared with
overdrafts or loans.

Education – with furloughed workers
sitting at home with nothing to
do, companies are jumping on the
opportunity to offer training to their staff.
The government has setup a national
careers service with opportunities to
learn the basics of using a computer, to
digital marketing and computer coding.
The AEMT is also offering a selection of
training videos to its members – please
get in touch with the secretariat for more
details.

Taking a deeper look into customers
businesses with companycheck.com

Reduced travel - With face to face
meetings coming to an immediate halt,

Cash flow management
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Although most suppliers are still getting
goods to customers, lead times have
increased due to border restrictions, and
logistics.
A few of the services which can be used
include:
Workshop equipment exchange
Many members can offer the availability
of their more niche workshop equipment
such as PM magnet removal tools or
servo motor repairs. Alternatively, if you
are looking for some more permanent
workshop equipment such as a burnout
oven or VPI tank, many members use the
AEMT to advertise
their excess
equipment. The
AEMT website
has several pieces
of equipment
already available:
https://www.
theaemt.com/mechanical-engineeringequipment-for-sale-wanted/usedmachinery-for-sale
Advertising Excess stock:
If you have excess stock which needs
shifting, get in touch with the secretariat
who can share your inventory with other
members who might be willing to take it
of your hands.
Sharing best practice.
The secretariat is in the process of
releasing a draft code of practise for safety
in working with COVID-19. We welcome
any insights or common practices
members have implemented to create
a safer working environment during the
crisis. Look out for the first draft which will
be available soon.
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COVID-19 Business Support
NOTE: Point your smartphone’s camera at the QR codes to open the associated link quickly and easily.

The consensus among members is that government support has been pretty good during the crisis. With funds to pay furloughed workers
being transferred within days of application. Banks on the other hand have shown to be less helpful.
Sifting through the mountain of information suddenly available to employers has proved quite a challenge for many. The secretariat has
compiled a concise directory of links to quickly point people in the right direction for the needs they require:

Job Retention Scheme (for furloughed workers)

Available from the end of April 2020:
• Any entity with a UK payroll can apply.
• You can furlough apprentices
• If an employee is sick or self-isolating, they can get Statutory Sick Pay. You can furlough them after
they have stopped receiving SSP.
• You can furlough an employee if they are shielding (Shielding is a measure to protect extremely
vulnerable people) or staying at home with someone who is shielding.
• You can furlough employees if they have caring responsibilities (ie looking after children)
• You can claim 80% of your employees’ wages up to a maximum of £2,500.
• You’ll still need to pay employer NI and pension contributions on behalf of your furloughed employees, and you can claim for
these too.
• Furloughed employees can't undertake any work.
• Any employees must be furloughed for a minimum period of 3 consecutive weeks. Employees can be furloughed multiple times
As well as employees, the grant can be claimed for any of the following groups, if they are paid via PAYE: office holders (including
company directors), salaried members of Limited Liability Partnerships (LLPs), agency workers (including those employed by
umbrella companies)
How to Claim
You should make your claim using the amounts in your payroll - either shortly before or during running payroll. Claims can be
backdated until the 1 March where employees have already been furloughed.
If appropriate, worker’s wages should be reduced to 80% of their salary within your payroll before they are paid. This adjustment
will not be made by HMRC.
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/claim-for-wage-costs-through-the-coronavirus-job-retention-scheme
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Claim back Statutory Sick Pay:

The Coronavirus Statutory Sick Pay Rebate Scheme will repay employers the current rate of SSP for
periods of sickness starting on or after 13 March 2020.
The repayment will cover up to 2 weeks, if an employee is unable to work because they either:
• have coronavirus
• cannot work because they are self-isolating at home
Employees do not have to give you a doctor’s fit note.
The scheme covers all types of employment contracts, including:
• part-time employees
• employees on agency contracts
• employees on flexible or zero-hour contracts
Records you must keep
You must keep records of all the statutory sick payments that you want to claim from HMRC, including:
• the reason why an employee could not work
• details of each period when an employee could not work, including start and end dates
• details of the SSP qualifying days when an employee could not work
• National Insurance numbers of all employees who you have paid SSP to
You’ll have to keep these records for at least 3 years following your claim.
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/claim-back-statutory-sick-pay-paid-to-employees-due-to-coronavirus-covid-19

Deferral of VAT payments

• If you’re a UK VAT registered business and have a VAT payment due between 20 March 2020 and 30 June
2020, you have the option to defer
• You will still need to submit your VAT returns to HMRC on time.
• HMRC will continue to process VAT reclaims and refunds as normal during this time.
• You must pay the deferred VAT due on or before 31 March 2021.
• You do not need to tell HMRC that you are deferring your VAT payment.
• If you normally pay by Direct Debit you should contact your bank to cancel your Direct Debit as soon
as you can.
If you’re in temporary financial distress because of COVID-19 more help is available from HMRC’s Time to Pay service.
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/deferral-of-vat-payments-due-to-coronavirus-covid-19

Small Business Grants
Apply via your local authority.

Under the Small Business Grant Fund (SBGF) all eligible businesses in England in receipt of either
Small Business Rates Relief (SBRR) or Rural Rates Relief (RRR) in the business rates system will be
eligible for a payment of £10,000.
Eligible businesses in these sectors with a property that has a rateable value of over £15,000 and
less than £51,000 will receive a grant of £25,000.
Businesses with a rateable value of £51,000 or over are not eligible for this scheme. Businesses
which are not ratepayers in the business rates system are not included in this scheme.
Who is eligible?
• Businesses with a property that on the 11 March 2020 was eligible for Small Business Rate Relief (SBRR) Scheme (including those
with a Rateable Value between £12,000 and £15,000 which receive tapered relief).
• Businesses which on 11 March 2020 were eligible for relief under the Rural Rate Relief Scheme are also eligible for this scheme.
• Eligible recipients will receive one grant per property.
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/878082/small-business-grantand-retail-leisure-hospitality-grant-guidance-for-businesses-v2.pdf
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Coronavirus Business Interruption Loan Scheme

For a guide on how to apply, visit this link:
https://www.british-business-bank.co.uk/ourpartners/coronavirus-business-interruption-loan-scheme-cbils-2/forbusinesses-and-advisors/
The Coronavirus Business Interruption Loan Scheme (CBILS) supports businesses, with an annual turnover of up to
£45 million, to access loans, overdrafts, invoice finance and asset finance of up to £5 million for up to 6 years.
The government will also make a Business Interruption Payment to cover the first 12 months of interest payments
and any lender-levied fees. This means smaller businesses will benefit from no upfront costs and lower initial
repayments.
For more loan details:
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/apply-for-the-coronavirus-business-interruption-loan-scheme#how-to-apply

Large Business Interruption Loan Scheme

The Coronavirus Large Business Interruption Loan Scheme (CLBILS) supports large businesses, with an
annual turnover of between £45 million and £500 million, to access loans of up to £25 million.
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/apply-for-the-coronavirus-large-business-interruption-loan-scheme

Additional Support Available:

Croner Employer Helpline:
The Croner employer helpline is free for AEMT members, please contact us for the membership details, or
login to the AEMT website here:
https://www.theaemt.com/technical-info/helpline

Business Support Helpline (England)
Telephone: 0300 456 3565
Monday to Friday, 9am to 6pm

Unpaid Invoices

For advice on unpaid invoices and cash flow contact the Small Business Commissioner:
https://www.smallbusinesscommissioner.gov.uk/deal-with-an-unpaid-invoice/

New members of council
WANTED for the AEMT.
Each year one quarter of the council retire by rotation to enable
fresh thinking on the board.
If you are interested in giving something back to the association, and
have something to contribute, we are interested in hearing from you.
Please contact the President via admin@aemt.co.uk
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Stephen Morrison, newly appointed MD
of Quartzelec Limited, responds to some
questions for the AEMT Journal
Earlier this year, AEMT Member, Quartzelec, promoted Stephen Morrison of the
Rugby based HQ team to Managing Director for Quartzelec Ltd. The role was
previously held by Daniel Laval who continues as Chairman of the Quartzelec Group of
Companies.
Originally joining the business in 2013 as
Business Unit Manager for Quartzelec's
Hamilton Operations, then later as
Regional Director, Stephen brought
with him a wealth of experience of the
building services contracting industry
having held senior positions with national
M&E organisations.
In 2019 Stephen was promoted to MD
of the Contracting Services operations of
Quartzelec, before taking the helm of the
total UK business in February of this year.
Stephen now has day-to-day management
responsibility for developing both the UK
Rotating Machines and the Contracting
Services businesses. As well as his role

as Chairman of the Group, Daniel will
retain responsibility for the international
Rotating Machines businesses.
“Quartzelec are focused on implementing
effective succession planning across all
areas of the business, ensuring we are
ideally placed to continue to build both
our UK and expanding international
operations,” stated Daniel. “Stephen
has done an excellent job in developing
our Contracting Services offering into
a significant UK business that operates
efficiently and continues to win significant
and prestigious contracts. He will now
apply his expertise to continue to progress
the Rotating Machines business; allowing

me to focus on strategic international
development.”
Stephen added: “Daniel has entrusted
to me a great team and a strong, viable
and well-respected business. We will
continue to build an enviable reputation
as a competent and dependable provider
of independent engineering solutions;
one that is responsive to customer
needs and delivers real value to our
growing customer base. The continued
development of our people - our greatest
asset - and their welfare, remains high on
our agenda, as this positive focus impacts
on everything we do.”
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Stephen answered some questions for the
AEMT Journal earlier this year:
What are your key plans for taking the
business forward?
We continue to look for growth in our
key market sectors; Marine, Renewables,
Utilities and Rail are developing well for
us alongside our continued established
presence within the Power Generation, Oil
& Gas and Metals & Mining sectors. Also,
through leveraging our client relationships
we can offer full access to our extensive
product and service capabilities. Outside
our traditional UK centric customer base,
the Middle East and Asia businesses are
experiencing real growth and we have
ambitious plans to increase our profile in
both North and South America. We will
also focus on continuing improvements
in efficiency and productivity through
a collaborative environment within our
business units and with our customers.
How have you moved from being a 50m
to a 74m turnover company over the past
five years?
The two key prime drivers in Quartzelec’s
expansion have been organic growth,
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and management led strategic decisions
to invest in new areas and markets
particularly in the expansion and
upgrading of our overseas operations
both in terms of infrastructure and in
key recruitment. Whilst we seek growth,
we are not driven by turnover. We are
more focused on long term relationships
with our customer base within profitable
markets and developing and delivering a
team of people that can have a significant
impact on the effectiveness and safe
operation of their businesses.
I firmly believe that thanks to strong
leadership, our dedicated and
knowledgeable workforce of over 600 and
a positive, ‘can do’ attitude all combined
with unparalleled customer service and
use of innovation – has enabled us to
achieve a £74 million turnover, sustain UK
and international growth and build a welldeserved reputation as a cost effective,
independent provider of electrical
engineering services.
Another strong contributory factor is
our celebrated and somewhat complex
heritage which has enabled a unique

expertise. Part of our long-term strategy
has been to empower our people
to operate independently, enabling
them to always consider, prioritise and
thereby meet the regional needs of our
customers. We continue to extend our
enviable reputation as a competent
and dependable solutions and services
provider, that’s responsive to customer
needs and delivers real value to our global
customer base.
Do you see any key opportunities /
obstacles for the sector?
Any business is only as good as the people
who work for it. As with a lot of different
industries there is a lack of skilled and
experienced resource available. Internally
we look to develop and support our own,
as we continue to train and develop
our people; implement succession
planning, recruit where possible and
nurture apprentice intake - which are
our lifeblood and future. Whilst areas of
UK manufacturing and certain areas of
traditional engineering have declined over
the years, there are also new, exciting
emerging markets that can benefit
from the skills, experience, manpower
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and resources that we can strategically
deploy as we look to target worldwide for
business opportunities.
Having opened the doors to your Rugbybased rotating machines workshop in
2013, what changes have taken place
there since?
Having a purpose-built facility allowed
us to expand our previous capability, be
more efficient, offer varying services,
and directly support the growing and
changing needs of our customer base.
Since 2013 we have invested at the
Rugby site specifically a further £2.5
million across a range of technologies,
systems and facilities. This includes new
manufacturing equipment for Quartzcoil –
the Micamation taping machines and the
Vincent semi-automatic Roebel Line and
Loop Winder. A new coil forming machine
was also installed and our presses
converted from steam to electric.
Within the rotating machines service
business; new lathes have been
purchased, an outside storage area
installed and a mezzanine floor added
to bring additional office space closer to
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the workshop. Investment is currently
ongoing in upgrading the kitchen and
canteen areas with a more modern and
fresh feel and electric car charging points
have all been installed.
Of course, this is not the extent of the
investment - across the Quartzelec
Group, other business units have also
seen significant investment including the
addition of a £450k laser cutting machine
at our TS Metals business and our
increasingly busy Middle East workshop
has recently undergone a full test bed
upgrade.
Which areas of the business have seen
the biggest growth?
We have seen significant growth across
our business units both in the UK and
globally.
Several of the operations that have
contributed significantly to the business
and are key to our continued growth
and expansion are Condition monitoring
(critical for any operation that want to
better understand and closely monitor
the performance and reliability of the

electrical systems it has deployed.) There
are also a number of other specialist
products such as Terminal Boxes, that
have undergone significant development
so that they meet the changing industry
for safer, more robust and more
reliable solutions that can be specified
and delivered to rigorous technical
specifications and be used in some of the
harshest and most challenging industrial
environments. Specifically though, we
have strong autonomous business units
continually honing their relationships with
their regional markets. Close customer
relationships are key to our success – one
which we exploit whenever possible
allowing us to access company wide,
market development opportunities more
effectively.
Similarly, what areas have contracted
over this period?
We have been extremely fortunate and
have wisely implemented sound strategic
management which has helped ensure
that we have not seen much in the way
of contraction. We have been more
selective in work type we have pursued
and delivered and have been more critical
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Quartzelec Rugby's flexible test bed extended to accommodate testing of a large DC machine.

and focused on customer selection. We
have a strong focus on tender selection
and bid strategy, commercial and business
risk to ensure we have a sustainable
business. It is not business at any cost,
but identifying where the demand is and
where we can add real and sustained long
term customer value, and how best to
maximise how we deploy the people and
resources at our disposal.
What significant landmarks have there
been for the Rotating Business?
Since Quartzelec’s inception in 2007
following an MBO, the achievements
made have been immense.
2008	Quartzcoil was created
following the acquisition
of independent coil
manufacturer Clarich.
TS Metals	the Welding and fabrication
specialists were acquired by
the Quartzelec group.
Middle East	Quartzelec continues to
invest in supporting a global
presence, establishing
facilities in the U.A.E.
2011	Quartzteq GmbH created; a
strategic decision to collate
the full Quartztelec product
range within a separate
organisation – Quartzteq
GmbH.
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2012	Maser Quartzelec Service
established after a joint
venture with MASER in
Malaysia is formalised,
extending our presence in
the ASEAN region.
2013	New Rugby Flagship Facility
Opens following a significant
investment
2017	10 Years independence; 10
years of OEM independence
and 100 Years of Heritage
achieved and celebrated.
Focus on product development - Terminal
Boxes ATEX approvals upgraded and
Rosenberry Hub a split version was
developed in response to a client’s on-site
issue. Condition monitoring development
has been continuous throughout since
2011, with the most recent launch of
PDA II.
Working with our partners overseas with
training programmes – the most recent
being for Mecanalisis in Buenos Aires,
delivering the course ‘Electrical Testing
and Diagnostics in Generator Testing
for Electrical Power Plant Engineers’. An
activity we are looking to ramp up.
Continuing our dominance in the field
of turbo-alternator repairs; Europe is
opening up to us as we position ourselves

as a real alternative to the OEM. Most
recent being the re-wedge of a 202MVA
2-pole generator, WY21 stator at a power
station in Greece. Our Middle East facility
is currently full.
Preserving Our Heritage – as machines
supplied by our legacy companies in
the 80’s and 90’s near end-of-life, we
are increasingly being asked to support.
Early this year a Unipak2 DC800U2240T,
11kV, 5.6MW Induction Motor from a UK
Oil Refinery which had been in storage
for 10 years was to be overhauled and
returned to service. We have also recently
completed a $685,000 project for a petrochemical facility in the USA; fabricating
a ‘duplicate’ machine of other OEM
manufacture.
DC Technology – we are the technical
authority in DC machines and although
considered a declining technology, the
heavy metals and mining industry still
embrace these machines. We have just
completed a rewind on a 6600kW, 950V
finishing motor for a steelworks company
in the UK, originally built by our heritage
company GEC in 1985. Perhaps one of our
major achievements in this field was for a
French aluminium manufacturer. The 7m
long, 4m dia, 68 tonne armature was one
of the first projects completed in our new
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facility which opened in 2013 and remains
one of the largest we carried out here.
Marine/Naval – throughout our Group,
the work and projects involved have
increased as we move from 2nd tier to
1st tier supplier. Our TS Metals recently
invited to participate at the UKNEST
‘Engineering Excellence’ event on-board
HMS Prince of Wales.
New Units – specifically our facility in
Bury St Edmunds, which is strategically
focused on supporting water framework
agreements, counting Anglian Water as
Gold Supplier.
How is the increasing electrification of
our infrastructure (transport, energy, etc)
impacting the business?
Our group has seen significant
opportunities in core sectors including
Rail, Electrical infrastructure upgrade for
Smart Metering, Electric Vehicle charging
etc. We are also a strategic partner to a
growing number of customers involved in
the renewable energy market e.g. large
Hydro, Solar etc. With wind turbines
becoming ever bigger and having a key
role to play in UK and international
power generation we are seeing more
opportunity for refurbishment and repair
of generators as example. Conversely
the desire to extend the life of much of
the equipment in the more ‘traditional’
energy creation sectors also means we
are being asked to extend the useful life
of certain pieces of equipment to ensure
continuity of supply until this new forms
of energy provision reach performance
requirements and have been rolled out to
meet demand.
How is the business, having come from
an electrical heritage, adapting to
mechanical engineering projects?
Quartzelec employs skilled engineers
across a variety of engineering disciplines
and we will continue to provide a
workforce that can cost effectively meet
and service the changing needs of our
customers. Within the field of rotating
machine services, we are clearly identified
as Electro-mechanical specialists and we
again leverage/exploit such experience
and knowledge as well as the relationships
with our clients to extend our offering
working with fans, compressors, pumps,
turbines, transformers – all of which have
a natural fit within our business.

Workshop test facility, Aberdeen

How is the introduction / uptake of
Condition Monitoring technologies
changing the business, particularly
predictive maintenance over reactive
repair?
Businesses that opt for ‘predictive
maintenance’ over ‘reactive maintenance’,
will find that by adopting modern
condition monitoring technologies
they will be better placed to make
the necessary strategic operational
decisions that affect both profitability
and production output for the better.
Condition monitoring development was
always a priority for the Group, not withstanding the fact our engineering team
could access historical records of machine
data to provide necessary comparable
information.
Back in 2011, Quartzelec started to invest
in the development of our LIFEVIEW®
condition monitoring system; multiple
sensor types and on-line and off-line
analysers. The flexible, modular system
would provide the necessary confidence
in being able to continue operating
without the need for a shutdown (or at
least a reduced maintenance period).
We have seen huge growth in this field
as clients look to get a better handle
of how to monitor their critical assets.
The offshore oil and gas industry for
example, where production is key and
resource limited – the development
of our LIFEVIEW® PDA II (ATEX version
for hazardous areas) was specifically
in response to this industry sector’s
demanding requirements.
Our motto – that LIFEVIEW® should be
a key component in reducing total cost
ownership over the lifetime of a machine

and an integral element of any structured
maintenance and repair strategy.
Similarly Motion Amplification ™ a
recent investment in RDI technologies
camera and software allows a real and
visual approach to machine and system
vibration, where early action to minimize
or even eradicate issues can be planned
for, which can have a significant impact on
improving the longevity and performance
of a machine. This is particularly
important when the machine is being
deployed in environments where safety
and performance are vital.
Taking the maintenance regime further
and through Reliability Centered
Maintenance (RCM) generally considered
the optimal approach to maintenance,
Quartzelec supports with minor spares
sourcing and increasingly due to the
stringent requirements of operators
insurance, all critical drive systems which
need to have suitable replacement
components and major spares available –
in some cases this can mean actual spare
machines. This is a key area of growth
for us, particularly due to our unique
skills set and OEM heritage. We are very
easily able to reverse engineer/re-design
from original OEM drawings to fabricate
identical replacement machine – whether
that be ‘plug and play’ for our heritage
machines or ‘Drop-in’ machines that
are electrically similar and mechanically
interchangeable.
Sustainability is the current watch word.
How is this impacting your business in
terms of solar power, Electric Vehicles,
Globalisation?
Quartzelec is making every effort
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right location at the right time. As I stated
earlier our people will determine our
future, we have to identify, train and
develop our talent, this will be the key to
our ongoing success.
With a growing International operation
and oversees facilities and customers
how will Brexit feature?
Brexit has been with us for some time
now, we have yet to see any real impact.
That said we continue to monitor the
economy and with our diverse offering
and varying market led initiatives we look
forward to the opportunity to continue
to operate around Europe and the wider
world to be a sustainable business.

2-pole rotor in lathe at Rugby workshop facility

The Company will work to continually improve
its environmental performance and we will
involve customers, partners, clients, suppliers
and subcontractors in the implementation,
and reviewing of our objectives and targets’.
internally to improve sustainability which
we believe starts with the implementation
of ISO14001 across the Group – raising
standards, ensuring continuous
improvement and getting it right first
time. The Group’s policy statement
has been amended and communicated
accordingly with the objective to ‘protect
and conserve the environment, prevent
pollution and reduce where possible, any
negative environmental effects.
The Company will work to continually
improve its environmental performance
and we will involve customers, partners,
clients, suppliers and subcontractors in
the implementation, and reviewing of
our objectives and targets’. For 2020 the
Group Targets and Objectives include;
reducing fuel consumption by 5% and
continuing on our journey towards
eliminating single use plastic. A formal
project team is pushing forwards with
our #ProjectTurtle initiative aiming to
eradicate single-use plastics across the
business, working closely with all of our
suppliers. For example, we have worked
with our PPE supplier to completely
remove plastic packaging – from hard hats
to polo shirts.
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We have taken this one step further and
introduced ‘Sustainability Action Squads’
– who can look to make changes at a
more local level. Our fleet of commercial
vehicles has been upgraded, replacing
with electric/hybrid vehicles where
appropriate and installing EV charging
points at our facilities to support. We are
proactively looking to play our part and
are mindful of the environmental impact
our operations can have on the planet.
Quartzelec has also taken the decision to
ensure that all of our/100% of electricity
used in the UK will be from a Renewable
Energy Source which meets the stringent
quality criteria of the GHG (greenhouse
gas) Protocol (2015) for reporting zero
carbon emissions and Quartzelec is proud
to therefore state that our electricity
supply is certified zero carbon emission.
What do you see as the greatest
challenges over the next few years?
As with any business we are somewhat at
the mercy of the customer requirement
and the economy. We have to provide
the products and services our customers
and markets demand, be agile enough
to adapt to changing needs, and have
the right people in the right role in the

What plans do you have for investment
in technology - Particularly in response
to rises in digitalisation / the circular
economy?
Over recent years we have heavily
invested in IT infrastructure and continue
to do so on an ongoing basis. We have
very recently renewed most IT equipment;
upgrading software systems such as
Microsoft Office 365 which allows a
more collaborative approach across our
businesses; introducing new disaster
recovery infrastructure and more secure
multi-factor authentication – safeguarding
ourselves against the increased threat
of cyber terrorism; new hardware
including tablets for sitework - to reduce
our need for paper form filling etc.,
providing full access for our employees
to documentation required remotely
- all supporting a drive towards an
increase in efficiency. Visitor sign-in and
inductions are soon to be fully automated.
Additionally, we have invested in trackers
for all of our commercial vehicles which
help us to not only control speeding and
vehicle movements but software that
can monitor the hours spent driving so
safeguarding our employees’ health and
wellbeing.
Our R&D in LIFEVIEW® the Condition
Monitoring System from Quartzteq,
a Quartzelec company continues as a
primary focus. As we look to further
expand capabilities in both on and
offline measurements, we see multiple
opportunities for condition-based
maintenance programmes, which
LIFEVIEW will become a key part of.
Adopting new technologies early on
including wireless technologies, will
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Condition Monitoring for HV Machines – the LIFEVIEW PDA II installed at a recycling facility, South of England

ensure we continue to develop this range
of products for the most arduous and
remote locations as we push further with
solutions for cloud based permanent
access and enhanced access to our
engineering teams.
With the changing business landscape
how important are apprenticeships to
your business / to the wider industry
sector / and what are the impacts on
recruitment / staff retention?
We currently have just under 50
apprentices training within our business
but have been typically recruiting around
20 young people on a year by year
basis. We have a wealth lot of history
unique to our business with a and
highly experienced team of people. Our
approach is to continue to recruit and pass
on this unparalleled experience to the
new, up and coming people to absolutely
ensure we do not lose these unique and
irreplaceable skills. We have a significant
annual budget allocated to training and
our Learning and Development team has
been expanded to facilitate and provide

training opportunities to all employees.
Training is actively encouraged at all levels
throughout the organization. We pride
ourselves on the fact that we regularly
see employees celebrate 10, 20, 30, 40,
and even 50 years working with us having
commenced their career in one of our
heritage companies, with the last 10 years
being under the Quartzelec banner. We
strive to promote from within and we look
forward to the day when our apprentices
of today become our leaders of tomorrow.
With the continuing ‘decline’ in heavy
engineering what are the new markets
for the business? Whilst there has
undoubtedly been a decline there is still a
lot of opportunity within industry sectors
around the world. Our International sales
team are focused on markets such as
Europe, the Americas, Middle East and
Asia. We have seen opportunities from
Australia to Argentina, from Azerbaijan
to Aberdeen, there is still a lot to go at!
We are of course not immune to changing
markets; we have implemented market
development and diversification strategies

over recent years including North America
with significant opportunities for laser
laminations and the re-design/reverse
engineer and manufacture of direct
replacement machines either of our own
OEM legacy or of other manufacture;
our LIFEVIEW® condition monitoring
suite of products has seen particular
success in the Middle East; AVR/Excitation
control system upgrades ensuring against
potential failure of obsolete equipment
has seen a great deal of international
interest; traction motor upgrades and
support for over rail/underground
network to name but a few.
Do you have any other comments?
I am honoured and proud to be given the
opportunity to lead this business, with my
recent appointment as Managing Director,
in the next stage of its evolution. My
philosophy however is very similar to that
of our Chairman, we lead our business
through our people, we give them the
autonomy and support to meet their local
customer needs, with the customer at the
forefront of everything we do.§
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Take the crisis out of an

Image credit: Quartzelec

Emergency

A

EMT members are highly skilled Electrical and
Mechanical engineers often prepared to work
round the clock to collect, repair and return faulty
equipment, and keep downtime to a minimum.
Most supply, service, and rewind electric motors,
and look at the most economical and energy
efficient solution.

out thermography, vibration analysis, and laser
alignment. Their mechanical ability to rebuild and
refurbish items is legendary. Many AEMT companies
are trained to repair and work in Hazardous Areas,
and most offer the quality expected with ISO9001.

So when you require help quickly at 1 am in the
morning, or 5 pm on a Sunday afternoon, help is
The majority also repair pumps with some operating at hand! Whether you are in the UK or in Miri in
in confined spaces to remove and refit centrifugal Borneo, just look up the AEMT Website for a list of
and submersible pumps. Many also service gear companies that are able to help you.
boxes. AEMT members work to prevent problems
Remember: www.theaemt.com
and are probably the largest network nationally
and internationally of companies able to carry
Promoting Engineering Excellence
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Operators of the V-Ex virtual exhibition platform have confirmed that over 50,000 people have recently visited online digital trade shows, sales environments and conferences.

Over 50,000 visitors hit Virtual
Exhibition platform
Operators of the V-Ex virtual exhibition platform have confirmed that over 50,000
people have recently visited online digital trade shows, sales environments and
conferences. The unfortunate spread of Coronavirus has resulted in many exhibitors
and visitors seeking a safe alternative to live physical shows.
“Large corporations and some
progressive exhibition businesses are
already investing in digital alternatives
and virtual companion shows” confirms
David Bedford, Director of Marketing at
V-Ex. “Current events have meant that
plans are being accelerated and visitor
numbers for events already open online
have skyrocketed.”
There are a huge number of practical and
ecological benefits to hosting an event
online. Aside from the added convenience
to visitors of it being available 24/7 there is
no travel required; other than reaching for
an iPad, PC or mobile. Although webinars
have been around for several years and
work on a number of platforms, there is
currently only one real option when it
comes to a large full-scale trade fair.
V-Ex virtual environments are built on
a life-size scale and work on all web
browsers and multimedia devices. To
learn more visit V-Ex.com.§

The AEMT stand has been a popular destination for many visitors, visit it yourself at https://industryexpo.online/show/aemt/
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THANK YOU to all our customers,
who have made the last 25 years
an enormous success and continue
to support our journey!
– From the EMIR Team
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20.000 motors
available
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Mechanically and electrically interchangeable motors
Commissioning worldwide
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service
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